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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of teaching and learning English as a foreign Language is 
to enable the students to communicate in English both in oral and written. In 
making sentences or express an idea in oral or writing, the students have to 
master grammar. Grammar is greatly needed and has important roles in 
making correct sentences. Without mastering grammar, we can not arrange 
the senteces in correct one by speaking or writing. In this research the writer 
did research about using stories towards students‟ grammar mastery. 
The population of the research was the students at the second semester 
of tenth class at MA Al-Hikmah Bandar Lampung. The writer took two 
classes as the sample, they are; X B as class experimental class and X C as 
control class. In the experimental class, there are 36 students and the second 
one there are 35 students, so the total of experimental and control class is 71. 
In taking the sample the writer used random sampling technique. In 
collecting the data, the writer used objective test that  were multiple choice 
test. The test consisted of 50 items and each item consisted of 5 options. 
The result of the research showed that the hypothesis test by using    
= 3.01  and from the distribution table of the distribution table of the 
significance level 5 % known  = (1 − 1/2.  = 1.98 and  = ( 1 –  
) = 1.66. The level of 1 % know  = (1 − 1/2.  = 2.62 and  =  ( 1 
–  ) = 2.36. It means that    >  . So it can be said that there is the 
influence of using stories towards students grammar mastery at the second 
semester of the tenth class at MA Al-Hikmah Bandar Lampung and the 
average score of the students‟ grammar mastery who were taught by using 
stories was higher than those who were taught by using grammatical method. 
 
Kata kunci: Stories, Grammar mastery. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Language cannot be separated from human activities to exchange their 
ideas, thinking, feelings and opinions with other people as a symbol or sign. 
Language also is the main tool of human in making relation and interaction 
with other people in social life. 
English is an international language that is used by almost all the 
people in the world. English also become the second language in some 
countries. We realize, nowadays all science and technology use English both 
in written and spoken. These statements confirm that English has taken an 
important role in the national development. 
In Indonesia, English is as the first foreign language. English is a 
compulsary subject for indonesia students. Based on English Educational 
Unit Curriculum 2006, students should master  four language skill;  listening, 
speaking, reading and writing. Meanwhile, the language components; 
pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar are the tool for students in 
supporting their mastery of those four skills.    
Since we learn English, we also must learn and understand the 
grammar of the language, because it is able to help the students to make 
sentences correctly. Learning grammar is the basic knowledge for students to 
master the language skills. The students have to understand many rules and 
patterns which are different from Indonesia Language. However, in fact, the 
students face many problems to master the rules and pattern.   
As English teachers, we should have enough skill in teaching English 
in order the students can use English effectively and make condition to be 
conducive and communicative. It means that as English teachers, we should 
make a new technique, so the students are interested in learning English. 
Stories are kind of teaching material of teaching for practicing skill, as in 
learning grammar. 
By using stories in teaching, the students can feel enjoyable and relax 
when they are learning grammar because stories have many elements such as 
fairly tale, folktales and fables. The stories can be based on the reality of our 
life. Everyone loves a story. Stories can be used for both eliciting and 
illustrating grammar points. The students can learn, appreciate and respect in 
learning grammar.  
Based on the preliminary research at the MA Al-Hikmah Bandar 
lampung. The writer found that the students‟ grammar mastery need to be 
improved, they still found difficulties how to learn English and master, 
especially grammar. They just remembered the material that given by the 
teacher when they was studying.  If they were at home, they forgot and they 
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did not know how to use the grammar in speaking and writing. They are not 
interested in learning grammar that given by the teacher. 
In teaching grammar, English teacher must be able to choose an 
interesting method or technique to make the learning process more fun. It is 
not easy to the teacher to choose effective technique to increase the students 
learning activities especially learning grammar. 
We always use language as a communication in our lives. Language is 
made up of sounds, words, and sentences. In teaching grammar, the ability of 
using oral English and writing depend on students‟ background of this 
language. One of main purposes when the teacher teaches grammar, as 
expressed by Larsen freeman, is that the teacher should use the right method. 
Freeman (2003:217) states that, “The issue with broad ramification for the 
teaching grammar involves he selection of methodological to language 
teaching”. Based on the theory, the teacher must be qualified in choosing the 
suitable technique in teaching grammar that brings out the students to reach 
the educational goal. 
According to William and Hardman (1995) “Most younger teachers 
know very little grammar and are suspicious of explicit grammar teaching. 
Not surprisingly, therefore, new rescuits entering teaching-training courses 
typically either know very little grammar.” Grammar is needed in teaching 
and learning English because it is the important rules to make sentences 
correctly. Without grammar, it is imposible for everyone to communicate 
English well. Study about grammar is somewhat like just describe will enable 
students to understand the system of the English sentence. It means that much 
talking about sentences and their structure is useful because logically after 
understanding the system of English sentence and their structure, the students 
can manipulate them in real situation. 
Stories for students exist in every  country and every culture. Stories 
entertain students,  educate students and give students their culture ability. In 
the english language classroom, the teacher can use well-known stories to 
introduce and practice new language. Story like Malin Kundang (one of  the 
material about Narrative text) can be read and read repeatedly to engage 
children in learning simple and useful english expression while giving them 
fun-filled literacy activities. 
Andrew Wright, an expert on children‟s literature (In English for young 
learners 2002:9), once commented on children‟s „hunger‟ for stories : 
“we all need stories for our minds as we need food our bodies.. 
stories are particularly important in the lives our children: stories 
help children to understand their world and share it with others. 
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Children’s huger for stories is constant. Every time they enter the 
classroom they enter with a need for stories.”   
Base on the theory above,  it means that with using stories can attract 
students to learn such as grammar mastery, many students are difficult and 
very lazy to study grammar so that with using stories hope students interested 
to learn. According to the curriculum of tent class of islamic senior high 
school that stories text refers to narrative text and descriptive text. Based on 
the syllabus of the second semester of the tenth class of senior high school, 
the writer used fairly-tale stories as narrative. 
 
METHOD 
This research used Experimental Method and intends to find out 
whether in using stories is effective or not in giving influence and students‟ 
grammar Mastery. There were two classes as the samples of the research that 
is experimental class. One class as the experimental class, where the writer 
taught grammar through stories and the other class as control class, where the 
writer used explicit grammar teaching. This research also uses quantitative 
method. It means that the result of research is shown by number, because to 
calculating the data, the researcher using some formulas. The population of 
the research was the students of MA Al-Hikmah Bandar Lampung. In this 
research, the writer took the sample by using Cluster Random Sampling 
Technique. The writer took two classes of three as sample of the research. 
The first class was as the experiment class where the writer used stories In 
teaching grammar and the second class as a control class, where the writer 
taught grammar by using grammatical traslation method. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Based on the data analysis of the data and hypothesis, the writer found 
that the average score of experimental class is higher than the average score 
of control class. Therefore, the writer would like to say that using stories is 
one of the appropriate techniques that can be used to improve students‟ 
grammar mastery. It can be concluded that ttes > ttable is = 3.01 and ttable is 
=1.66 and 2.36, it means that there was a positive influence of using stories 
towards students grammar mastery 
 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the result of the research entitled “The Influence of Using 
Stories towards Students‟ grammar Mastery at the Second Semester of  The 
Tenth Class at MA- Al-Hikmah Bandar Lampung. So the writer takes some 
conclusion, they are: 
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1. The average score of students‟ grammar mastery who are taught by using 
stories is higher than those who are not taught by stories. We can see 
from table of source of the students‟ grammar mastery in experimental 
class and control class. From both of the table, we got the average score 
68 in experimental class and 58 in control class. 
2. There is a positive influence of using stories towards students‟ grammar 
mastery.. In addition; the influence of using stories technique can 
improve students‟ grammar mastery. The result of hypothesis testing ttest 
= 3.01 and ttable for significance level 5% = 1.68 and level 1% = 2.62, 
based on the testing criterion is ttest ≥ ttable, so it can be said that there is an 
influence of using stories towards students‟ grammar mastery. 
The influence of using stories towards students‟ grammar mastery is 
effective as shown in the result above. 
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